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Thule Allax
Model name: Model number: 770000 Price: $949.95

The safe, reliable and easy to use dog crate for
cars

FEATURES

Thule Allax dog crate is crash tested from the
front and the rear, as well as a simulated roll-
over scenario

Innovative crumple zone provides superior
protection for dogs in case of rear collisions

Available in ten different sizes and with
adjustable depth to provide a perfect fit for
both your car and your dog

The gas damped door opens and closes
softly, and the crate has a built-in lock for
added security

The window and the openings in the cage
make it easy for you to check on your dog at
any time

The crate is equipped with an escape hatch,
that enables opening of the crate from the
backseat

With our Fit Assistant, you will find the
perfect size for your dog crate

Thule Allax comes with a range of practical
accessories that make daily life with your dog
even easier
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS (LXWXH) ••••• 26.0-28.3 X 19.7 X 19.7 IN
WEIGHT(LB) •••••••••••••••••••• 34.1
CRASH TESTED •••••••••••••••• REAR-END COLLISION
CRASH TESTED •••••••••••••••• FRONT COLLISION
CRASH TESTED •••••••••••••••• ROLL-OVER SCENARIO
MODEL NUMBER •••••••••••••• 770000
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Thule Bumper Protect
Model name: Model number: 770100 Price: $89.95

The durable bumper protector that fits perfectly
with Thule Allax dog crate

FEATURES

Made of durable, water-resistant
materials that protects your car

Folds and stores easily in front of dog crate
when not in use

The bumper protecter comes in two sizes and
has loops to attach to the cargo handles or to
other dog cages. It is kept in place by the
crate's weight

Can be folded and attached to the dog crate
or be used as a sun protector

Black
770101

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL ••••••••••••••• PET
COMPATIBILITY ••••••• THULE ALLAX XS, THULE ALLAX S, THULE ALLAX M, THULE ALLAX M

COMPACT
COLOR ••••••••••••••••••••BLACK
MODEL NUMBER ••••••770100
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Thule Dog Mat
Model name: Model number: 770102 Price: $79.95

Gives your dog a more comfortable ride

FEATURES

Isolating and comfortable non-slip material
gives your dog a stable ride

Pre-made cutting patterns on the back side
make it easy to get perfect fit for your crate
with a pair of scissors

Made out of isolating silicone material

Black
770103

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL ••••••••••••••• SILICONE
COMPATIBILITY ••••••• THULE ALLAX XS, THULE ALLAX S, THULE ALLAX M, THULE ALLAX M

COMPACT
COLOR ••••••••••••••••••••BLACK
MODEL NUMBER ••••••770102
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Thule Dog Crate Storage Bag
Model name: Model number: 770104 Price: $39.95

Keeps your dog necessities in place 

FEATURES

Easy to attach to the dog crate

Helps you and your dog to be organized and
create a storage solution with outside pocket
and mesh divider

Carry handle for comfortable carrying when
used as a stand-alone bag

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS (LXWXH) ••••• 14.2 X 4.3 X 6.7 IN
COMPATIBILITY •••••••••••••••• THULE ALLAX
COLOR ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• BLACK
MODEL NUMBER •••••••••••••• 770104
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Thule Leash Hook
Model name: Model number: 770105 Price: $14.95

The practical dog accessory holder for your dog
cage

FEATURES

Fits anywhere on the sides of your Thule Allax
dog crate with the accompanying adapter

Get organized with your dog and keep the
leash and collar in place

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MATERIAL •••••••••••••• PP
COMPATIBILITY •••••• THULE ALLAX
COLOR •••••••••••••••••••BLACK
MODEL NUMBER •••• 770105
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